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WHO chief warns: We must prepare for 
the next pandemic
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World Health Organization chief Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus told the World Health Assembly in 
Geneva that "the threat of another variant of covid-19 emerging to cause a new surge in disease and 
deaths persists. And the threat that another pathogen with even more lethal potential will emerge 
remains". 

This information was published on TN.cz website on 24 May 2023. On the same day, the first 
comment appeared on the Seznam website comment section with the text "WHO is no longer a serious 
organization. WHO is under the influence of shady billionaires and shady companies that sponsor them 
and then make hundreds of millions of dollars through WHO". Regardless of the content and level of 
comment, this comment received 211 hearts in 11 days. In those eleven days, 272 network users 
commented on the message. The first comments had basically three "goals". The first was the World 
Health Organisation, which is accused of incompetence and corruption. Three examples for all: 
"The only thing to worry about is the WHO!!!" (J.Z.), "the worst pathogen is the WHO itself" (L.M.) or 
"the pharmaceutical companies are running out of money for covid so they need to invent another 
pandemic" (L.V.). The second "goal" is to convince of deliberately induced epidemic and 
pandemic situations, again three examples for all: "We don't know anything about it. They do. They 
are developing it" (P.S.) or "if they don't release anything to the world, it will be quiet" (L.S.) or "WHO is 
a criminal organisation, if you are warning us, you are probably planning to release something 
somewhere" (S.K.). The last "goal" is to belittle the seriousness of possible situations in the 
course of an epidemic or pandemic, reflected in comments such as "Intimidate, intimidate, 
intimidate is all you know" (U.K.) or "clear, scare and destroy the country again, disgusting!" (K.A.). 

Gradually, the comments focus on the purposeful induction of distrust in any health anti-epidemic 
measures. "Yes, we need to prepare - for a pandemic of pointless and dysfunctional measures, for a 
pandemic of falsified tests and for a pandemic of stupidity. To do this, all we need to do is assess who 
ordered, spent, made up and .... up and how and why." (J.P.). This comment is followed up by a 
response signed by L.K. "Unfortunately, War has signed a pandemic contract where the WHO will run 
the health, climate, etc. crises supranationally, including vaccinations...Gates is 80% sponsoring it with 
his foundation and the GAVI alliance...they will just perpetrate it again for profits and again no one will 
investigate, the herd will believe again...". Oh, and finally the greedy elites and imperialism show up in 
the comments, "Bububu. The pandemic is already here. A pandemic of globalist imperialism and 
human stupidity dominated by the totalitarianism of greedy elites" (H.N.) - 36 hearts and six thumbs up. 
And then there is the thesis about the overpopulation of the planet: "Their accounts are full, but there 
are too many people in the world...." (L.O.). To this L.Z. states, "Once again the globalists need 
money,...." and J.J.H. adds, "Not just money, they need to murder most of humanity." 
 

And now everything is known: J.K. asks, "Is the date set?" And L.O. already knows when the new 
pandemic will break out: 'Probably this autumn'. D.S. asks, "WHO chief, what have you wrought in the 
laboratories again, what will you call it this time..... ????". Well, L.O. already knows what the pandemic 
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will be called: "Who has already named it - it will probably be Arcticus- or something like that. And they 
even had a drill again recently, like they did before the kovid, when they rehearsed everything". 
 As the comments mounted, the theme of greed, treachery and mendacity was no longer carrying 
enough weight, and so the threats and name-calling began. From criminals, loonies, psychopaths, 
idiots, genocidal Nazis to murderers and murderous monsters. It is perhaps the WHO experts who are 
to blame. Great communication: 'The self-appointed head of a bunch of self-proclaimed loonies is at it 
again. They should have been caught and put in a padded cell long ago" (A.P.), "all psychopaths should 
be harnessed to the railway construction sites" (A.V.), "idiots, "the whole scabby WHO,, and the whole 
political cabal" (T.S.), "WHO is a satanic organisation of genocidal Nazis" (J.L.) and finally "murderers" 
(Z.S.) and "murderous monsters" (J.J.H.). It all culminated in the last comment, written only 22 hours 
before this text was written: 'The plan for depopulation and control continues. And those who still see 
the need to vaccinate or otherwise save themselves are jumping on the death fork. It is necessary to 
throw off the fear of one's own mortality and to rebel and boycott against everything that these criminals 
will demand under the pretext of rescue. Nothing else will help against their criminal plan. Only the 
masses of people can do something" (V.R.). And that is already a call to revolt.

There was also a spark of common sense and professionalism among the comments: 'You 
probably don't work in the health sector, do you? And certainly not in ARO or Covid units, right? 
Otherwise you wouldn't talk so smart" (J.B.). Of the twenty-one responses to this comment, only two 
were positive.

This entire discussion bears the marks of ignorance, envy, the comment writers' own failures, and 
ignorance of basic facts. As of June 5, 2023, when this was written, there were 4,642,065 confirmed 
cases of Covid-19 in the Czech Republic and 42,802 deaths, and 767,364,119 confirmed cases and 
6,938,340 deaths worldwide as of that date. Not to mention the fact that epidemics and pandemics 
have been a fixture of human society since prehistoric times, when there was "no sign of targeted 
manipulation of the bacterial genome". But there is another aspect to this discussion. It documents the 
emergence and evolution of disinformation. Mindless comment on a simple fact expressed by a 
representative of a generally recognised, reputable health organisation is the essence of the 
disinformation about the targeted preparation of a new pandemic. It already has a name and a date for 
its creation. The whole discussion then culminates in an unconcealed challenge that both ends of the 
political spectrum are happy to seize on. And this is no longer just mindless commentary, but a very 
dangerous instruction to question the civilisational structures of contemporary society. 


